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INTO THE BODY LANGUAGE OF SHARKS

Understanding Sharks
by Erich Ritter

Translated by Valerie Haecky

Not many inhabitants of the sea instill so much fear and fascination. Shark expert Erich Ritter has spent thousands of hours face-to-face with sharks. From his observations he developed the first interaction concept for encounters between man and shark. He offers advice regarding what divers should do in certain situations. This is an exciting book that will prove fascinating to divers and anyone with an interest in these remarkable animals.

Dr. Erich Ritter is recognized world-wide as an expert on shark behavior. He is the scientific director of the German "Shark Project," the "Global Shark Attack" at the Shark Research Institute in Princeton and the "Shark Education and Research Center" in the Bahamas. He offers courses in German on shark encounters and the functions of sharks in the world's oceans.
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This comprehensive volume includes chapters on sharks, rock lobsters, abalone and fishes, as well as many of the less familiar inhabitants of rocky reefs.

“Richly illustrated with around 200 colour photographs, and contributions of 32 marine biologists, Neil Andrew’s work maintains a good balance between text and photos.”—Electronic Green Journal
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